
[+[!LIVE!]+] Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk LIVE
@STreaming ON TV Channel

Tyson Fury will throw his world title up in the air along with Oleksandr Usyk's three belts with the
winner of their undisputed fight becoming the first man in the division's history to hold all four belts at

one time.

LAST UPDATED : (MAY 19, 2024)

FURY VS USYK LIVE STREAM START TIME

 Date: Saturday, May 18, 2024
 Venue: Kingdom Arena, Saudi Arabia

 Main card: 12 p.m. ET / 9 a.m. PT / 5 p.m. GMT / 2 a.m. AEST (May 19).
 Fury vs Usyk (approx.): 6 p.m. ET / 3 p.m. PT / 11 p.m. GMT / 8 a.m. AEST (May 19).

Ukraine — Megogo
U.S. — DAZN / PPV.com / ESPN+
 U.K.— DAZN / Sky Sports / TNT

 Global — DAZN
 Watch anywhere 

https://round-fifty.blogspot.com/2024/05/fight-12.html


The build-up has already turned ugly. Tyson Fury's father, John, risked being sent home from Saudi
Arabia after he headbutted a member of Oleksandr Usyk's entourage at a media event. The video has

gone viral.

Unlike his old man, Tyson Fury looks in better shape than ever coming into the fight. Slow, ponderous
and having clearly overlooked novice challenger Francis Ngannou last time out, the 35-year-old Gypsy

King 35-year-old will look to use his size and reach advantages to dominate Usyk physically and
detonate some of the fierce shots that caused Deontay Wilder so many problems. 

Usyk is tantalisingly close to making history as the first man to become undisputed at two different
weights, having unified the cruiserweight division in 2018. The Cat has since beaten Derek Chisora and
Anthony Joshua (twice) and most recently stopped Daniel Dubois last August. Will Usyk be able to live

with the extra power Fury is going to bring?

The 'Fight of the Century' is nearly upon us. Here's where to watch Fury vs Usyk live streams from
anywhere – in the U.S. or abroad.

FURY VS USYK NEWS

If you were expecting plenty of bombast and explosive turns of phrase at Thursday's final press
conference for Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk – especially after headbutt-gate earlier in the week –
then you would've been disappointed. Both fighters couldn't have been less perfunctory if they tried.

This was strictly business.

Neither Fury, nor Usyk, gave much away with both dedicating their full attention to Saturday's massive
fight. 

"I'm ready. I've got nothing else to say apart from I'm ready for a good fight," said Fury, adding he'd
"say a prayer for [Usyk] before the fight for us both to get out of the ring safely".

Usyk was barely any more garrulous. "Let's make history. Enough. Thanks very much," said the Cat.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the press conference was the traditional face-off. Unlike the
usual dead stares facing each other, Fury instead turned 90 degrees to look out at the audience, while
Usyk looked at the Gypsy King's left shoulder. Could this be a bit of Fury mind games ahead of the

fight? He certainly knows this will be his biggest test since Usyk's compatriot Wladimir Klitschko in
2015.

Arguably the most interesting were the promoters and trainers. SugarHill Steward, who trains Fury,
spoke at length about his uncle training Lennox Lewis to the last undisputed world heavyweight title

fight back in 199, while Usyk promoter Alex Krassyuk quoted British poet Henry Longfellow. All in a
day's work in boxing.

You can catch up on what down at the final press conference on DAZN or Queensbury Promotions'
YouTube channel.

Tonight, it's the weigh-in for Saturday's mega fight and again you can follow the action on DAZN or
Queensbury Promotions' YouTube channel. It's all set to kick-off from 1 p.m. ET / 10 a.m. PT / 6 p.m.

BST / 3 a.m. AEST (May18).



WATCH FURY VS USYK LIVE STREAMS FROM ANYWHERE

Away from home at the moment and blocked from watching the boxing on your regular stream?

You can still watch Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk live thanks to the wonders of a VPN (Virtual Private
Network). The software allows your devices to appear to be back in your home country regardless of
where in the world you are. So ideal for boxing fans away on vacation or on business. Our favorite is

NordVPN. It's the best on the market:

FURY VS USYK LIVE STREAMS BY COUNTRY

Fury vs Usyk Live Stream
Usyk vs Fury Live Stream

Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk Live Stream
Oleksandr Usyk vs Tyson Fury Live Stream

Oleksandr Usyk vs Fury Live Stream
Tyson Fury vs Usyk Live Stream
Opetaia vs Briedis Live Stream
Briedis vs Opetaia Live Stream

Jai Opetaia vs Mairis Briedis Live Stream
Mairis Briedis vs Jai Opetaia Live Stream

Cordina vs Cacace Live Stream
Cacace vs Cordina Live Stream

Joe Cordina vs Anthony Cacace Live Stream
Anthony Cacace vs Joe Cordina Live Stream

Sanchez vs Kabayel Live Stream
Frank Sanchez vs Agit Kabayel Live Stream

Itauma vs Mezencev Live Stream
Moses Itauma vs Ilija Mezencev Live Stream

Chamberlain vs Wahab Live Stream
Mark Chamberlain vs Joshua Wahab Live Stream

Kovalev vs Safar Live Stream
Sergey Kovalev vs Robin Sirawn Safar Live Stream

Lapin vs Pudivtr Live Stream
Daniel Lapin vs Octavio Pudivtr Live Stream

Nyika vs Seitz Live Stream 
David Nyika vs Michael Seitz Live Stream

Lowe vs Ahmadi Live Stream

Boxing fans in Ukraine can watch the Fury vs Usyk live stream on the Megogo streaming service with
a PPV. A subscription to Megogo's Light plan is all that's required.

How to watch the Fury vs Usyk live stream in the U.S.

Americans can watch the Fury vs Usyk live streams with a DAZN PPV. That'll set you back $69.99 but
the good news is you'll get a full month's subscription to the U.S. streaming service after you watch all

the action live and uninterrupted.



After that first month, a subscription to the U.S. streaming service will set you back $19.99 on a 12-
month contract, $24.99 if you pay month-by-month or $224.99 if you pay up front for a year's access.

How to watch Fury vs Usyk – PPV price, start time, more: Boxing streaming and TV schedule

Saturday, May 18

DAZN PPV / ESPN+ PPV / PPV.com, 2:00 pm ET, Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk

Tyson Fury fights Oleksandr Usyk in an undisputed world heavyweight title bout on Saturday and says
he is unconcerned by his legacy as a fighter.

The much-hyped encounter had originally been due to take place in Saudi Arabia in February but was
postponed after the Briton suffered a “freak cut” above the eye in training.

Speaking in an exclusive interview with Telegraph Sport, Fury said: “I’m not too concerned about what
people are going to be saying in 100 years. The dust from our bones won’t exist in 100 years, never

mind what they say about a boxing match in 100 years.”

It is the second time his planned fight with Usyk has been delayed after an initial slot in December
failed to materialise.

When is Fury v Usyk?

The undisputed heavyweight clash between Tyson Fury and Oleksandr Usyk will take place on
Saturday, May 18, 2024. The ring walks are expected to take place at around 11pm (BST). The fight

had originally been scheduled for February 17.

Where is the fight being held?

The bout will be in Riyadh, the capital of Saudi Arabia. In a media day on Monday to promote the
fight, John Fury, Tyson’s father, headbutted a member of the Usyk entourage.

How can I watch it in the UK?

In a unique move for an event of this magnitude, the fight will be available via DAZN, Sky Sports and
TNT Sports in the UK.

The will cost £24.95 on Sky and £24.99 for new DAZN customers (price also includes a free month’s
subscription to the streaming service). It will cost £23.99 for existing customers.

TNT Sports Box Office will charge viewers £24.99 to watch the fight.

Why was the the fight rescheduled?



The fight was postponed from its original date on February 17 to May 18 after Fury suffered a cut
above his eye in sparring caused by an elbow from Agron Smakici.

Smakici tells the story of how injury happened.

“It was a strange day. Throughout the two weeks, I was sparring with him [Fury] we did hard sparring
in the evenings but that day it was at about midday. During the spar, there was a lot of wrestling, and I
also do professional wrestling so I had some good moments keeping him in the wrong positions. He

was joking around, as he always does, and we were roughing

each other up on the inside.”

Leaked footage from their final sparring session together appeared to show that an elbow caused the cut
but Smakici insists this was accidental. “When you see the punch, I know I shot a clear punch but the
way he held my head, he was pulling my head forward to him. So, that’s maybe why the elbow came

through also. But it was a punch first of all. It was a freak accident.”

What’s at stake?

Boxing will have an undisputed heavyweight champion again after what Fury himself has called a
“fight for the ages”.

Fury holds the WBC belt, which he won in 2020 when he beat Deontay Wilder. He has defended that
belt three times, against Wilder, Dillian Whyte and, most recently, Derek Chisora.

Usyk has held the WBA, IBF and WBO heavyweight titles since beating Anthony Joshua in 2021. He
had defended those titles twice: against Joshua and Daniel Dubois.

Both Fury and Usyk are undefeated so far in their professional boxing careers. The winner will become
the first undisputed heavyweight champion in the four-belt era.

DAZN is available on the best streaming devices, including the leading platforms such as Amazon Fire
TV, Roku, Apple tvOS, Chromecast and many major smart TVs.

How to watch Fury vs Usyk live streams in the U.K.

The Fury vs Usyk fight is considerably cheaper in the U.K., compared to the U.S..

There are three PPV options: TNT Sports Box Office, DAZN and Sky Sports Box Office.
The first option is TNT Sports Box Office, who will be showing the fight for just £24.99 and there's no
need to have an existing TNT subscription to purchase the event. You'll be able to tune in via BT TV,
Sky or Virgin, as well as the TNT Sports Box Office app on iOS and Android, or via Chromecast and

AirPlay.

How to watch Fury vs Usyk live streams in Canada



It's a similar picture for our friends in the Great White North, where DAZN is showing the Fury vs
Usyk fight in Canada for a PPV fee of $69.99. Again, for that price, you get a month's subscription to

the streaming service included.

How to watch Fury vs Usyk live streams in Australia

Let's not forget about boxing fans Down Under, too. The Fury vs Usyk live stream, which will also
include Aussie cruiserweight Jai Opetaia fighting for the world title on the undercard, follows the lead

of other countries around the world in that it is also via DAZN. 

Fury vs Usyk Live Stream
Usyk vs Fury Live Stream

Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk Live Stream
Oleksandr Usyk vs Tyson Fury Live Stream

Oleksandr Usyk vs Fury Live Stream
Tyson Fury vs Usyk Live Stream
Opetaia vs Briedis Live Stream
Briedis vs Opetaia Live Stream

Jai Opetaia vs Mairis Briedis Live Stream
Mairis Briedis vs Jai Opetaia Live Stream

Cordina vs Cacace Live Stream
Cacace vs Cordina Live Stream

Joe Cordina vs Anthony Cacace Live Stream
Anthony Cacace vs Joe Cordina Live Stream

Sanchez vs Kabayel Live Stream
Frank Sanchez vs Agit Kabayel Live Stream

Itauma vs Mezencev Live Stream
Moses Itauma vs Ilija Mezencev Live Stream

Chamberlain vs Wahab Live Stream
Mark Chamberlain vs Joshua Wahab Live Stream

Kovalev vs Safar Live Stream
Sergey Kovalev vs Robin Sirawn Safar Live Stream

Lapin vs Pudivtr Live Stream
Daniel Lapin vs Octavio Pudivtr Live Stream

Nyika vs Seitz Live Stream 
David Nyika vs Michael Seitz Live Stream

Lowe vs Ahmadi Live Stream

How to watch Fury vs Usyk live streams in New Zealand

For New Zealand boxing fans wanting to catch the Fury vs Usyk fight, it's DAZN again, with a PPV
cost of NZ$34.99, with non-subscribers getting a month's access to the streaming service as part of that

fee.

[+[!STREAMs!]+] Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk LIVE Coverage ON TV Channel 18 May 2024
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How to watch Fury vs Usyk live streams in ROW
For more or less every other country around the world (up to 200 of them, in fact) it's DAZN again for
a Fury vs Usyk live stream, with the vast majority of non-subscribers getting a month's access to the

streaming service as part of that fee.
FURY VS USYK TALE OF THE TAPE

Nationality U.K. Ukrainian
Date of birth August 12th, 1988 January 17th, 1987

Height 6' 9" 6' 3"
Reach 85" 78"

Total fights 35 21
Record34-0-1 (24 KOs) 21-0 (14 KOs)

FURY VS USYK FIGHT CARD
Who is on the Fury-Usyk card?

You may have to part with a tasty wedge of your hard-earned cash to watch a Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr
Usyk live stream, but there's plenty more than that mouthwatering main event to enjoy for your money.

Indeed, there are two other world title fights in addition to the big one. Firstly, it's Jai Opetaia vs Mairis
Briedis for the vacant IBF cruiserweight world title, a contest between of the division's biggest names.

The other scrap for gold sees Joe Cordina defend his IBF super featherweight world title against
Anthony Cacace.

There are more up-and-coming names on a stacked undercard, with Sergey Kovalev, Isaac Lowe, Mark
Chamberlain (rarely in a bad fight), Moses Itauma and Frank Sanchez all in action.

Tyson Fury vs. Oleksandr Usyk: For the IBF, WBA, WBC and WBO heavyweight titles
Jai Opetaia vs. Mairis Briedis; For the vacant IBF cruiserweight title

Joe Cordina vs. Anthony Cacace; For the Cordina's IBF super featherweight title 
Frank Sanchez vs. Agit Kabayel; Heavyweight
Moses Itauma vs. Ilija Mezencev; Heavyweight

Mark Chamberlain vs. Joshua Wahab; Lightweight
Sergey Kovalev vs. Robin Sirawn Safar; Light heavyweight

Daniel Lapin vs. Octavio Pudivtr; Light heavyweight
David Nyika vs. Michael Seitz; Cruiserweight

Isaac Lowe vs. Hasibullah Ahmadi; Featherweight 
 

TYSON FURY VS OLEKSANDR USYK ODDS



Unsurprisingly, the bookies have Fury vs Usyk as an incredibly even contest. Fury is a marginal
favorite to win with DraftKings Sportsbook showing him at -120. Usyk is +100 to win.

Fury and Usyk agreed to push their meeting back until February 17 only for the Brit to suffer a cut
above his eye in one of his final sparring sessions. A new date was quickly agreed with both men now
in Saudi Arabia ahead of Saturday night's showdown. Here is everything you need to know about the

clash...

Tyson Fury and Oleksandr Usyk will likely walk to the ring at around 11pm UK time on Saturday
night, which will be 1am in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. But as fans experienced when Anthony Joshua

fought Francis Ngannou in March, the first bell could ring after midnight in the UK, meaning a late
night for fight fans. The ultimate start time will depend on how long the undercard fights take to

complete. The first fights of the day will start at around 2.45pm in the UK with the official undercard
kicking off at 5pm.

Hey Heavyweight rivals have been on a collision course for more than a year having initially been
pencilled in to clash at Wembley last April. Terms could not be agreed on that occasion and the fight
was pushed back until two days before Christmas, only for Fury's life-and-death fight with Francis

Ngannou to put a spanner in the works.

How to watch Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk fight via TV channel and live stream

This article contains affiliate links, we will receive a commission on any sales we generate from it.
Learn more

Watch Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk

Watch Tyson Fury vs Oleksander Usyk live on DAZN

PPV is £24.99 and includes one month of a DAZN subscription.

Tyson Fury vs. Oleksandr Usyk — For the IBF, WBA, WBC and WBO heavyweight titles

Jai Opetaia vs. Mairis Briedis — For the vacant IBF cruiserweight title

Joe Cordina vs. Anthony Cacace — For the Cordina’s IBF super featherweight title

Frank Sanchez vs. Agit Kabayel — WBC heavyweight championship eliminator

Moses Itauma vs. Ilija Mezencev — For the vacant WBO Intercontinental heavyweight title

Mark Chamberlain vs. Joshua Wahab — For the WBC silver lightweight title

Sergey Kovalev vs. Robin Sirawn Safar — Light heavyweight

Tyson Fury and Oleksandr Usyk are set to lock horns in a huge bout on May 18 with each fighter
attempting to etch their name in boxing history as the first undisputed heavyweight champion since



1999. The stakes couldn't be higher as the pair will go head to head for the prestigious WBC, WBA,
WBO, and IBF titles.

DAZN

Get it here

Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk will be available on DAZN, TNT Sports Box Office and Sky Sports
Box Office. Click the link above to watch on DAZN or visit TNT Sports' website to watch their

coverage. Fury v Usyk on TNT Sports Box Office costs £24.99 in the UK and can be watched on
discovery+, EE TV, Virgin Media TV and Prime Video. You do not need to be a TNT Sports subscriber

to buy this event.

Full fight card and undercard

Oleksandr Usyk vs Tyson Fury

Tyson Fury will throw his world title up in the air along with Oleksandr Usyk's three belts with the
winner of their undisputed fight becoming the first man in the division's history to hold all four belts at

one time.

Fury vs. Usyk fight date, start time

Date: Saturday, May 18

Time: 5 p.m. UK / 2 p.m. ET

Main event ringwalks (approx): 11:05 p.m. UK / 6:05 p.m. ET

The Fury vs. Usyk ringwalks are scheduled for 11:05 p.m. UK / 6:05 p.m. ET with the main card set to
begin at 5 p.m. UK / 2 p.m. ET. These timings are subject to change.

Can I watch Fury vs. Usyk on DAZN?

Fury vs. Usyk will be available on DAZN PPV in over 200 countries across the globe. You can sign up
and purchase here.

Full details of the PPV prices can be found here.

What devices are supported by DAZN?

DAZN has apps available for all of the following platforms: Apple TV, Chromecast, Amazon Fire TV,
Amazon Fire Stick, Amazon Fire Tablet, Android Phone & Tablet, iPhone & iPad, Android TV, LG,
Smart TV, Panasonic Smart TV, Samsung Smart TV, Sony Smart TV, SmartCast, Xbox One, Xbox

Series X|S, PlayStation 4, PlayStation 5 and Roku.



Here is a full list of the devices where DAZN is available, in addition to web browsers on DAZN.com
(if you are in Argentina, Chile and Colombia you must download the DAZN app from the Apple App

Store or Android Google Play store and then sign up from there, rather than via web browser):

The opening fight of the afternoon will see another undefeated record come to an end as David Nyika
and Michael Seitz put their perfect ledgers on the line in Saudi.df sdfsdf sd

05 minutes ago — Tyson Fury and Oleksandr Usyk tip the scales for the Ring of Fire card today ahead
of Saturday's undisputed heavyweight title fight.

Purchase the Pay-Per-View and get one month of DAZN free. Boxing looks to crown the first
undisputed heavyweight champion in 24 years.

Fury vs Usyk: Where do I follow the fight live? 

Tyson 'The Gypsy King' Fury and Oleksandr 'The Cat' Usyk prepare to face off in a fight dubbed Ring
of Fire in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia on Saturday, May 18, 2024. (More Sports News)

This match marks the first undisputed heavyweight championship contest in 24 years, a title last held
by Lennox Lewis in 1999. The stakes couldn't be higher as both Fury and Usyk, unbeaten in their

careers, vie for the coveted status of undisputed champion.

Who: Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk

When: Saturday, May 18, 2024 – main event at about 1pm local time (22:00 GMT)

Where: Kingdom Arena, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Professional records (W-L-D): Fury (34-0-1), Usyk (21-0-0)

Wins by knockout: Fury (24), Usyk (14)

Height: Fury – 206cm (6ft 9in), Usyk – 190cm (6ft 3in)

Reach: Fury – 216cm (85in) Usyk – 197cm (78in)

MMA Fighting has Fury vs. Uysk results live for the Tyson Fury vs. Oleksandr Usyk fight card at the
Freedom Arena on Saturday night in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Follow the fight LIVE: Al Jazeera will run a live page for the build-up and text commentary of the
Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk fight from 18:00 GMT on Saturday, May 18.

READY TO RUMBLE Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk: UK fight start time, TV channel, live stream,
PPV price & card for huge Saudi title fight

Fury and Usyk will meet in a 12-round heavyweight clash on Saturday May 18 with the ring walks for



the main event expected at 11pm UK time - 1am on Sunday, May 19 in Saudi Arabia time.

Tyson Fury and Oleksandr Usyk will tip the scales at a weigh-in today, two days before their
undisputed heavyweight title fight in Riyadh.

On Saturday, WBC champion Fury and unified title holder Usyk will clash to crown the division’s first
undisputed king in 24 years. And fight week in Saudi Arabia has already provided drama, with Fury’s

father John headbutting one of Usyk’s teammates on Monday.

When the main event begins around 5 p.m. ET, check out our Fury vs. Uysk live round-by-round
updates for our live blog of the main event. Tyson Fury and Oleksandr Usyk will compete to be the

undisputed heavyweight boxing champion.

Get Fury vs. Usyk results below.

Main Card (DAZN and PPV.com at 12 p.m. ET)

Tyson Fury vs. Oleksandr Usyk — For the IBF, WBA, WBC and WBO heavyweight titles

Jai Opetaia vs. Mairis Briedis — For the vacant IBF cruiserweight title

Joe Cordina vs. Anthony Cacace — For the Cordina’s IBF super featherweight title

Frank Sanchez vs. Agit Kabayel — WBC heavyweight championship eliminator

Moses Itauma vs. Ilija Mezencev — For the vacant WBO Intercontinental heavyweight title

Mark Chamberlain vs. Joshua Wahab — For the WBC silver lightweight title

Sergey Kovalev vs. Robin Sirawn Safar — Light heavyweight

David Nyika vs. Michael Seitz — Cruiserweight

Prelims (MMA Fighting at 10 a.m. ET)

Daniel Lapin vs. Octavio Pudivitr — For the vacant Intercontinental light heavyweight title

Isaac Lowe vs. Hasibullah Ahmadi — Featherweight

Check out the Fury vs. Usyk undercard live blog below:

Mark Chamberlain vs. Joshua Wahab




